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Abstract
The appearance of a scene results from complex interactions between the geometry, materials and lights that
compose that scene. While Computer Graphics algorithms are now capable of simulating these interactions, it
comes at the cost of tedious 3D modeling of a virtual scene, which only well-trained artists can do. In contrast,
photographs allow the instantaneous capture of a scene, but shape, materials and lighting are difficult to manipulate
directly in the image. Drawings can also suggest real or imaginary scenes with a few lines but creating convincing
illustrations requires significant artistic skills.
The goal of my research is to facilitate the creation and manipulation of shape, materials and lighting in
drawings and photographs, for laymen and professional artists alike. This document first presents my work on
computer-assisted drawing where I proposed algorithms to automate the depiction of materials in line drawings
as well as to estimate a 3D model from design sketches. I also worked on user interfaces to assist beginners in
learning traditional drawing techniques. Through the development of these projects I have formalized a general
methodology to observe how artists work, deduce artistic principles from these observations, and implement these
principles as algorithms.
In the second part of this document I present my work on relighting multiple photographs of a scene, for which
we first need to estimate the materials and lighting that compose that scene. The main novelty of our approach is to
combine image analysis and lighting simulation in order to reason about the scene despite the lack of an accurate
3D model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The appearance of a scene results from complex interactions between the geometry, materials and lights that
compose that scene. With the progress of Computer Graphics, rendering algorithms are now capable of efficiently
and accurately simulating these interactions to produce realistic images from a virtual description of a scene.
However, creating a virtual scene is a tedious and time-consuming task as it involves modeling 3D objects and
lights, positioning them in a 3D world, specifying material properties, adjusting camera position, all of which
necessitates careful adjustment of numerous parameters through dedicated user interfaces. For these reasons, 3D
rendering is reserved to a well-trained elite.
In contrast, photographs and drawings are much more accessible and as such remain very popular ways of
creating images. People capture and share millions of photographs everyday, and children are able to represent
imaginary worlds through drawings before knowing how to write. However, photographs and drawings also have
their limitations. A photograph captures the conflated interactions of light and matter, and modifying its content
after capture often requires solving the inverse problem of recovering the geometry, materials and lights of the
captured scene. Similarly, while anybody can draw abstract doodles, conveying the appearance of a scene through
a few lines and brush strokes requires advanced artistic skills.
The long term goal of my research is to lift the restrictions of drawings and photographs in order to ease the
creation and manipulation of images for professional artists and laymen alike. Specifically, my work on computerassisted drawing aims at assisting the drawing of shape, materials and lighting, as well as interpreting drawings to
convert them into 3D models. My work on photograph manipulation aims at recovering the material and lighting
information of a scene in order to allow the independent editing of these two ingredients, for instance to visualize
a scene at a different time than the time of capture. I next describe these two research directions in more detail.

1.1

Computer-Assisted Drawing

My work on computer-assisted drawing is primarily motivated by applications in product and graphic design,
where sketches are an integral part of the creation process. While studying the work of professional artists, I also
identify techniques that can be automated or assisted to make them accessible to amateurs.

1.1.1

Context and Challenges

Product design, from the inception of an idea to its realization as a 3D concept, is extensively guided by
freehand sketches. Sketching is visceral and quick, providing a direct connection between an idea and its visual
representation. However, while concept sketches facilitate viewer understanding of 3D shapes, they require
a mental leap to imagine the appearance of the drawn object, imbued with specific material properties and lighting.
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Designers usually convey a more comprehensive 3D-look by artistically shading their sketches (Figure 1.1).
This shaded imagery, often referred to as production drawings, is the traditional mode of communicating 3D
concepts between designers and their patrons (Pipes 2007; Eissen and Steur 2008). However, production drawings
require significantly more time, effort and expertise to create than the concept sketches on which they are overlaid.
First, artists need to acquire a deep understanding of the way light interacts with shapes and materials in order to
produce convincing depictions of an object (Powell 1986). Second, existing drawing tools require artists to depict
material appearance by carefully applying color brushes and gradients over the empty regions of the drawing. For
these reasons, only expert illustrators are even capable of creating compelling 3D-looking illustrations. Finally,
shaded illustrations need to be laboriously redrawn for different shading configurations, such as changes in colors,
materials or lighting conditions. In that context, I proposed several algorithms to automate shading of line
drawings, either by recovering surface orientation to compute realistic shading or by generating color fills and
gradients for stylized shading.

(a) Rough ideation sketch

(b) Shaded presentation sketch

Figure 1.1: Typical design sketches by Spencer Nugent on sketch-a-day.com. (a) Designers draw rough ideation sketches to
explore early concepts. (b) Shading is subsequently painted for presentation to decision makers.
Modeling the objects in 3D can substitute the manual shading process, allowing the use of rendering
algorithms to automatically simulate the interaction of light with shape and materials. However, 3D modeling
is often more distracting than direct sketching as users need to sculpt and navigate in a 3D world through
a complex 2D user interface. Much of this 3D modeling effort is also wasted, given the frequency of iteration in the early design stages. Finally, once a 3D model has been created, lighting needs to be carefully
configured to best depict the material properties of the objects. While well designed lighting configurations
can enhance shading, reflections and refractions, poor lighting design can lead to misinterpretation of image content (Hunter et al. 2012). To address these challenges, I contributed to several algorithms to estimate
3D models from concept sketches and I proposed a method to automate lighting design for material depiction.
The above workflows reflect common practice in professional design but require drawing skills that many
people feel out of reach. While drawing books and tutorials instruct how to acquire such skills, the techniques are
often only illustrated on a few examples and require significant practice to be generalized to arbitrary models. In
addition, books do not provide feedback to the aspiring artist about her performance. I thus proposed an interactive
system to assist novices in their practice of traditional drawing techniques.

1.1.2

Methodology and Contributions

Through the development of my research I have developed a general methodology to formulate and automate
artistic techniques. This methodology is inspired by the work of M. Agrawala (Agrawala et al. 2011), with
whom I did my postdoc at UC Berkeley. In their work, Agrawala and colleagues relate principles of visual
communication with insights from cognitive science to formulate algorithms that facilitate the creation of effective
instructions (Agrawala et al. 2003), technical illustrations (Li et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; Mitra et al. 2010) and
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maps (Agrawala and Stolte 2001; Grabler et al. 2008). We have extended this approach to encompass principles
of geometry, material and lighting depiction. The resulting methodology is composed of four main steps:
1. First, we observe the techniques of novice and professional artists, either through design books and tutorials
or by performing field studies and interviews.
2. The second step of our approach consists in distilling our observations in a coherent set of principles. The
main challenge in this task comes from the fact that design techniques are often described by different artists
in their own vocabulary and illustrated on specific examples. We formalize and generalize these techniques
by relating them to findings in other scientific fields. In particular, the way artists draw shape, material and
lighting is strongly related to the way shape, material and lighting interact in reality – as studied in geometry,
computer vision and rendering – and how we perceive these interactions – as studied in visual perception.
3. From the design principles, we then derive algorithms to facilitate the artistic tasks. To do so, we commonly
express the principles as energy terms in an optimization, balancing the sparse and often inaccurate user
inputs with the automatic generation of virtual content.
4. Finally, we validate our results by comparing them to traditional illustrations or by running user studies to
evaluate the effectiveness of our tools.
The first part of this document describes the main steps of this methodology in detail, from initial observations,
to formalization, implementation and evaluation. I illustrate each step with examples from my research, such that
each specific project is actually discussed multiple times through the document. Specifically, my work on this
topic resulted in the following contributions:
• A study on how people perceive materials in stylized images (Bousseau et al. 2013). We used non photorealistic rendering algorithms to create images of a scene under different styles (painting, cartoon), from
which we evaluate how stylization alters the perception of gloss.
• An interactive drawing tool that provides automated guidance to practice traditional drawing-by-observation
techniques (Iarussi et al. 2013). Our tool extracts constructions lines from a user-provided photograph and
generates visual feedback to help users understand their mistakes.
• A compact shade tree representation to automatically generate stylized depictions of materials in vector
graphics (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013). This representation encapsulates the creation of vector primitives that
artists routinely use to convey material effects, which allows even inexperienced users to quickly turn a line
drawing into a fully colored illustration. I also proposed a user-assisted method to convert bitmap images
into vector graphics with editable layers (Richardt et al. 2014), which allows a variety of edits, such as
modifying the shape of highlights, adding texture to an object or changing its diffuse color.
• Several algorithms to estimate normal fields and 3D shapes from concept sketches. These algorithms leverage specific construction lines that designers draw to convey surface curvature (Shao et al. 2012; Xu et al.
2014; Iarussi et al. 2015). Two of the algorithms take a single vector drawing of the shape as input, while
the third method works from a bitmap drawing and is robust to sketchy lines made of many overlapping
strokes.
• An optimization framework to design lighting that enhances material appearance in realistic renderings of
3D scenes (Bousseau et al. 2011). Our algorithm generates environment maps that reveal material-specific
features, such as sharp highlights on shiny objects or high contrast along contours of transparent objects.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-View Intrinsic Images and Relighting

My work on photograph manipulation also aims at allowing users to obtain the material and lighting they wish
to convey in an image. However, in contrast to drawings where I leveraged artistic techniques to create plausible
material and lighting effects, photographs require the inversion of the image formation model in order to recover
the geometry, material and lighting components that explain the captured image. I proposed several algorithms to
perform this inversion in the context of image-based-rendering, where we take as input multiple images of a scene.

1.2.1

Context and Challenges

Recent progress on automatic multi-view 3D reconstruction (Snavely et al. 2006; Furukawa and Ponce 2010) and
image-based-rendering (Chaurasia et al. 2013) greatly facilitate the production of realistic virtual walkthroughs
from a small number of photographs of a scene. However, while existing algorithms can render the scene from
novel viewpoints, lighting remains fixed to the conditions at the time of capture. Fixed lighting is a major
limitation of image-based rendering, preventing its use for traditional applications of image synthesis such as
video games and special effects.
Under the assumption that the materials are diffuse, an image can be expressed as the product of an illumination
component that represents lighting effects and a reflectance component that is the color of the observed material
(Figure 1.2). This decomposition forms the so-called intrinsic components of the image. The main challenge
in modifying lighting in an image resides in the fact that a pixel color aggregates the effect of both reflectance
and lighting, so that standard color manipulations are likely to affect both components. We thus need to first
separate reflectance from lighting, which is an ill-posed problem since an infinity of material and illumination
configurations can produce the same image.

(a) Original photograph

(b) Reflectance

(c) Illumination

(d) Re-texturing

Figure 1.2: Assuming diffuse materials, a photograph can be expressed as the product of its reflectance and illumination
components (b-c). This decomposition facilitates advanced image editing such as re-texturing (e) and re-lighting. This decomposition was computed using the user-assisted method described in (Bousseau et al. 2009).
Existing techniques tackle this problem by including additional constraints, such as the assumption that the
illumination component is monochrome and smooth. Such approaches remain challenged by outdoor scenes where
sun and sky light result in a mixture of colored lighting with hard shadows. Other methods deal with hard shadows
by leveraging detailed geometry, varying illumination from a fixed or restricted viewpoint, or user assistance. The
main novelty of the approaches I have proposed is to leverage a sparse 3D reconstruction of the scene to constrain
the decomposition of multiple images into their reflectance and illumination components. I also described
how to use the resulting decompositions to transfer lighting between photographs and render new lighting
with cast shadows.
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Methodology and Contributions

The main idea behind our methods is to combine approximate geometric reconstruction with image processing,
thus leveraging their respective strengths. We exploit the geometric reconstruction to compute lighting information for a sparse set of pixels, and use image-guided propagation and segmentation to decompose all pixels of the
photographs into their intrinsic components.
In this context, we proposed two alternative approaches that differ in the data they take as input:
• The first family of algorithms we proposed estimates lighting and reflectance in outdoor scenes from images
captured at the same time of day, i.e. under the same lighting condition (Laffont et al. 2013; Duchêne et al.
2015). We use the geometric reconstruction to compute smooth shading due to sky and inter-reflections,
while we use image analysis and processing to locate accurate shadow boundaries.
• The second approach we proposed focuses on photocollections of well-known touristic landmarks for which
we can easily collect multiple photographs under varying lighting conditions (Laffont et al. 2012). The
geometric reconstruction provides us with sparse correspondences between images, on which we factor out
the varying lighting from the constant reflectance. We then propagate the lighting information to all pixels
using image processing.
We demonstrate the benefits of our intrinsic decompositions for image relighting. In the first case, we approximately reconstruct shadow casters which we use to render new shadows in the images. In the second case,
we transfer illumination between images of the same scene taken from different viewpoints and under different
lighting conditions.
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Chapter 2

Computer-Assisted Drawing
This chapter covers my research on computer-assisted drawing. I first provide a brief description of the main
tools and algorithms I have proposed in order to position them with respect to related work. I then describe the
main steps of the methodology that underpins my work: observation of artistic practice, formulation of artistic
principles, implementation of these principles as algorithms and evaluation.

2.1

Overview and Related Work

I discuss in this section existing work that is most related to my research on assisting drawing for novices, on
estimating 3D models from sketches and on depicting materials and lighting in stylized and realistic rendering. I
refer the interested reader to the individual papers for extended discussions.

2.1.1

Drawing Assistance

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the system we developed to help beginners practice traditional drawing-fromobservation techniques (Iarussi et al. 2013). Our drawing assistant provides guidance and feedback over a model
photograph that the user reproduces on a virtual canvas. We use computer vision algorithms to extract visual
guides that enhance the geometric structures in the image. In the example of Figure 2.1, the user first sketched
the block-in construction lines (c, blue) before drawing the regions and adding details. This guidance helps users
produce more accurate drawings.
Regions

Block-in

Skeleton

Grid

(a) Interaction setup

(b) Model and extracted guides

(c) User construction lines and drawing

Figure 2.1: Our drawing assistant in use (a), the user observes a model photograph on the computer monitor and reproduces
it on the pen display. Our system automatically extracts visual guides (b) that help users structure their drawings (c). (Iarussi
et al. 2013)
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Several existing systems assist the process of drawing by displaying guidance on the drawing surface using
projectors (Flagg and Rehg 2006; Laviole and Hachet 2012) or pen tablets (Lee et al. 2011). All these methods
are reminiscent of the traditional “paint-by-number” and “connect the dots” drawing books that guide people in
placing individual strokes until completing complex artworks. While these approaches can give people confidence
in their ability to draw, they do not help them observe and understand the underlying shapes, relationships and
proportions of the drawn models. In contrast, we designed our drawing assistant to offer guidance and feedback
on the model photograph, which encourages users to observe the subject they want to draw before reproducing it
on the drawing surface.
A complex drawing can be easier to achieve if it is decomposed into a succession of simple steps. SketchSketch Revolution (Fernquist et al. 2011) allows expert users of sketching software to generate step-by-step tutorials for novice users. However, such tutorials illustrate drawing techniques on pre-recorded examples rather than
images of the user’s choice. Closer to our work is the iCanDraw? system (Dixon et al. 2010) that assists users
in drawing faces thanks to face recognition algorithms. We draw inspiration from this approach, incorporating
some of its design principles. However, our drawing assistant implements a different set of guides to draw arbitrary models rather than faces. We also provide visual feedback that highlights alignments and proportions on the
model photograph, helping users to see and correct the relationships between different parts of a shape.

2.1.2

Sketch-Based Modeling

My work on sketch-based modeling focuses on product design and leverages specific drawing techniques popular
in that domain. In particular, designers frequently use cross-sections to convey the curvature of smooth shapes,
as illustrated in Figure 2.2(a). We derived the mathematical properties of cross-section curves and leverage them
to automatically estimate 3D information about the drawn shape. One such property is that cross-section curves
align with curvature lines and as such should be orthogonal in 3D. We first exploited this property to estimate
normal fields for shading (Shao et al. 2012), and later extended our algorithm to recover a complete 3D model
(Xu et al. 2014). These two algorithms take a single vector drawing as input, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 and 2.3.
More recently we have proposed an algorithm to estimates normal fields from rough bitmap drawings (Iarussi
et al. 2015), as shown in Figure 2.4. This algorithm performs scattered data interpolation between the strokes to
estimate curvature directions at each pixel, which we then use to compute the surface normal.

(a)  Input  curves

(b)  Estimated  normals

(c)  Shading

Figure 2.2: Designers frequently draw cross-sections (drawn in orange) to convey surface curvature (a). Our CrossShade
algorithm exploits those curves to estimate the surface orientation at each pixel (b). The resulting normal field allows users to
shade the objects using a variety of shading styles and setups (c). (Shao et al. 2012)

Sketch-based modeling has matured over the past two decades; I refer readers to (Olsen et al. 2009) for
a survey of existing methods. Sketching interfaces can be roughly described as based on a single-view or a
multi-view metaphor. Using multi-view tools, artists sketch strokes from different viewpoints onto existing 3D
geometry (Igarashi et al. 1999; Nealen et al. 2007) or use strokes to define transient construction surfaces on
which 3D curves are drawn (Bae et al. 2008). Such tools combine the fluidity of sketching with a typical 3D
CAD workflow based on frequent view changes. In contrast, our algorithms recover 3D information from a single
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sketch. Such a single-view approach is closer to traditional pen-on-paper sketching and allows 3D recovery from
existing drawings.
Recent single-view methods rely on user indications or construction lines to model smooth objects. Schmidt
et al. (2009) require users to specify polyhedral scaffolds as a support for 3D recovery from input sketches. Olsen
et al. (2011) and Sýkora et al. (2014) combine user indications and shape inflation to model smooth shapes from
existing drawings and photographs, while Gindgold et al. (2009) let users position parameterized primitives on
an existing sketch, using various annotations to enforce alignment, equal length and symmetry. Instead, our
approaches build directly upon the descriptive power of artist-drawn curves to recover piecewise-smooth shapes
with minimal annotation.
Lipson and Shpitalni (1996) estimate 3D models from engineering drawings dominated by straight orthogonal
lines. Their algorithm detects regularity constraints in the 2D drawing, including parallelism and orthogonality
of the lines, and enforces these constraints on the 3D reconstruction. While we draw inspiration from this work,
our algorithms aim at a more ambitious set of input sketches, in particular piecewise-smooth shapes that dominate
modern product design. Such shapes have a much greater degree of freedom and few if any of the regularities
listed above, and thus cannot be handled by existing methods.

Figure 2.3: Our True2Form algorithm takes as input a single 2D vector drawing. We formulate a set of local 3D regularity
properties that our algorithm detects and applies selectively to lift the curves off the page into 3D. Note that our interface allows
users to draw half of the shape that is then mirrored to create the complete object. (Xu et al. 2014)

(a) Input sketch

(b) Estimated curvature lines

(c) Estimated normals

(d) Shaded sketch

Figure 2.4: Our BendFields algorithm estimates normal fields from rough bitmap sketches by extrapolating curvature directions from the sketched cross-sections (red strokes in (a)). (Iarussi et al. 2015)
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2.1.3

Material Depiction

While the appearance of an object results from complex interaction between light, materials and shape, artists
have accumulated a number of techniques to draw convincing illustrations without explicitly simulating light
transport. In the domain of vector graphics, skilled artists combine multiple layers, each composed of simple color
and transparency gradients, to achieve vivid material appearance. I have worked on several methods to facilitate
this task. First, we introduced Vector Shade Trees that represent stylized materials as a combination of basic
shade nodes composed of vector graphics primitives (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013). Vector shade trees allow the
depiction of a variety of materials while preserving traditional vector drawing style and practice. We integrated
this representation in a vector drawing tool that allows users to easily apply stylized shading effects on vector line
drawings, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. In a follow-up work, we proposed an interactive vectorization technique
to convert a bitmap image into a stack of opaque and semi-transparent vector layers composed of linear or radial
gradients (Richardt et al. 2014). Users can manipulate the resulting layers using standard tools to quickly produce
new looks, as shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.5: A Vector Shade Tree represents a stylized material by combining basic shading nodes (a). By assigning various
shade trees to the regions of a line drawing (b), users can quickly colorize vector illustrations with rich material appearance
(c). (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013)

(a) Input photograph

(b) Multi-layer vector representation

(c) Editing result

Figure 2.6: Starting with an input photograph (a), users of our interactive tool can produce a vector drawing composed of

overlapping opaque and semi-transparent layers (b). Each layer can then be edited with standard vector graphics tools (c).
(Richardt et al. 2014)

In the field of non-photorealistic rendering, Gooch et al. (1998) take inspiration from technical illustration to
design a stylized lighting model that conveys metallic appearance. We have adopted a similar methodology since
we analyzed illustrator practice to identify material depiction guidelines. However, we focus on vector graphics
rather than 3D rendering and we describe new guidelines for the depiction of other common material properties
such as glossy reflections, mirror reflections, transparency and translucence. Combined together in a shade tree,
these properties allow the generation of a much larger set of stylized materials. The seminal Shade Trees paper by
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Cook (1984) also introduced the concept of shading languages to the realistic rendering community; this approach
was a rich source of inspiration for our work. Grabli et al. (2010) adapt this concept to the stylization of strokes in
line drawings and describe programmable shaders to control style attributes such as color, texture and thickness.
We adopt a complementary approach by focusing on the stylized depiction of materials in vector graphics, giving
control to material attributes like shading and reflections.
Most existing vectorization methods segment the input image into smooth color regions that are then represented by vector gradients. Lecot and Lévy (2006) fit linear and radial gradients to generate vector images in Art
Deco style. Gradient meshes represent complex gradients by interpolating colors over the faces of a quad mesh,
making them a powerful primitive to capture the smooth color variations of natural images (Sun et al. 2007). Finally, Diffusion Curves (Orzan et al. 2008) vectorize images by storing colors on each side of strong edges while
computing smooth color variations in-between the edges using a diffusion process. All of these algorithms are
designed to vectorize opaque objects into a single layer. Our approach complements these techniques by decompositing the image into multiple transparent and opaque layers, each layer being simpler than the composed image.
Our approach is also related to alpha matting (Smith and Blinn 1996), although existing matting algorithms estimate bitmap layers rather than vector gradients and therefore do not provide a small set of parameters suitable for
editing the matted layers. Instead, our decompositing algorithm exploits the parametric nature of vector gradients
to jointly separate and vectorize semi-transparent layers.

2.1.4

Lighting Design

Shading, reflections and refractions are important visual features for understanding the shapes and materials in an
image. Figure 2.7 compares two renderings of the same scene under different lighting conditions. In Figure 2.7a,
the lighting enhances the thickness variations in the subsurface scattering wax candle, it accentuates the Fresnel
reflections at grazing angles of the porcelain vase and it adds strong edges in the specular highlights of the chrome
sculpture. In Figure 2.7b however, poor lighting greatly reduces these visual features and makes it more difficult to
correctly identify the materials. The candle appears more like solid plastic, the vase appears to be made of diffuse
clay and the sculpture no longer looks like it is made of chrome. Figure 2.7a was produced using our algorithm
for optimizing and synthesizing environment maps that emphasize distinctive visual features of the materials in a
scene (Bousseau et al. 2011). We define a set of image quality metrics that measures how well a given lighting
accentuates material features like contrast and sharpness, and present a general optimization framework to solve
for the environment map that maximizes these metrics.

(a) Our optimized lighting emphasizes materials

(b) Poor lighting de-emphasizes materials

Figure 2.7: Our method (a) automatically optimizes the lighting to enhance material-specific visual features such as bright
highlights and subsurface scattering. Poorly designed lighting (b) diminishes these characteristic visual features of the materials. (Bousseau et al. 2011)
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Researchers have developed a variety of techniques for optimizing lighting to enhance shape (Shacked and
Lischinski 2001; Gumhold 2002; Lee et al. 2006). In contrast, we focus on enhancing the visual features that
emphasize materials rather than shape. In addition, our system generates complex environment lighting rather
than a small set of point lights. Kerr and Pellacini (2009) present an excellent survey and evaluation of lighting
design interfaces. However, these interfaces do not incorporate the guidelines expert photographers and lighting
designers commonly use to enhance the appearance of materials. Users must rely on their own training and
experience to set up the lighting. In contrast, our automated system optimizes the lighting based on design
principles for material depiction.
Our work on material depiction and lighting design is also strongly inspired by research on material perception
in realistic rendering. Fleming et al. (2003) show that the recognition of surface reflectance is improved when
objects are illuminated under natural environments. These results suggest that natural image statistics such as color
and derivative histograms provide strong cues for material perception. Ramanarayanan et al. (Ramanarayanan
et al. 2007) evaluate if transformations of the lighting environment such as blurring and warping are perceivable
given various geometries and materials. They observed that blurring the illumination is harder to perceive for
diffuse materials, and that warping is harder to perceive for bumpy surfaces. We made similar observations in the
context of stylized rendering, where brush strokes and cartoon quantization can be seen as forms of blurring and
warping (Bousseau et al. 2013).

2.2

Observing How Artists Work

Most of the work presented in this chapter has been motivated by observations on how artists perform specific
tasks. While I conducted a few interviews and field studies to better understand how artists work, I found that
studying art books is often a more effective way to collect relevant guidelines suitable for implementation in a
computer-assisted tool. I describe the advantages and drawbacks of the two approaches in this section.

2.2.1

Observational Studies

In the domain of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), field observations and interviews are common ways of
understanding how a class of users perform specific tasks. In particular, observational studies allow researchers
to obtain first-hand information about practices that have not yet been well documented. However, conducting
meaningful observational studies in our context requires specific care.
A first challenge is to recruit artists with representative skills in order to draw conclusions that can generalize
to other users. Unfortunately, skilled artists are rare and often have little time to participate in extensive interviews.
Confidentiality may also prevent the observation of professional designers in their working environment. As an
example, we had the chance to conduct a few interviews at Toyota ED2 design studio, located in Sophia Antipolis.
In the absence of an official collaboration, we could only interview four designers for one hour each, in an isolated
room. While these interviews provided us with valuable insights on design practices, longer interviews and field
observations with more participants would be needed to formulate well-grounded findings.
A second challenge stems from the fact that design is a complex, collaborative process that often takes
place over a long period of time. I am currently collaborating with HCI experts to acquire a greater expertise in
conducting observational studies of designers at work (Bousseau et al. In Progress). Previous studies of design
behavior have set up time-constrained laboratory observations of a specific, focused design task (Brereton and
McGarry 2000), or taken an longitudinal ethnographic field study approach (Henderson 1998) to look at the
evolution of design behavior over time. We combine these approaches to observe how novices perform design
tasks during a one-day design charette. This approach offers a middle-ground between an open field observation
and a tightly-controlled lab experiment. On the one hand, the study follows a well-defined structure that we
designed to stimulate the creativity of the participants. The structure of the study also facilitates data collection
and comparison. On the other hand, participants perform ecologically-valid tasks that are close to the ones they
would perform when solving a real design problem. The goal of this structured approach is to generate novel
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(a) Ideation

(b) Presentation
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(c) Fabrication

(d) Prototype

Figure 2.8: Representative sketches and physical prototypes produced by novices during a costume design task. We instructed
the participants to brainstorm about a concept (a), present the concept to a jury (b), describe how to fabricate the concept (c)
and finally build a prototype in collaboration with another participant (d).
hypothesis that could later be tested with more constrained experiments.
Figure 2.8 shows sketches and physical prototypes produced by our participants when performing a costumedesign task. Our initial analysis of this data reveals that while participants had no or little training in design, they
tended to adopt similar strategies as professional designers. In particular, they used small and simple drawings
to generate ideas (Figure 2.8a), big and detailed drawings for presentation (Figure 2.8b) and multiple drawings
with annotations to document fabrication (Figure 2.8c). We also observed the use of common drawing techniques,
such as focus+context and close-ups on important parts, step-by-step assembly instructions, transparency to show
inner parts, 2D cutout of unfolded 3D shape, front/top/side views of 3D shapes. Finally, to our surprise, participants used very little sketching when discussing how to fabricate a concept. Instead, participants favored gesture
and manipulation of physical materials, for example by grabbing a piece of foam and showing how it could fit
on a mannequin. Based on these observations, we are now in the process of formulating recommendations for
computer-aided design tools adapted to the needs and skills of novices.

2.2.2

Studying the Design Literature

The challenges of observational studies outlined in the previous section can be partly addressed by studying the
art literature. Good art books and tutorials are written by professional artists with years of experience, and as such
are representative of standard practices of their discipline. Well-known books are also likely to influence future
generations of practitioners. In addition, art books compile numerous long-standing techniques that would be
hard to discover solely from field observations. These techniques are described from the artists’ perspective and
as such do not suffer from the experimenter biases. Finally, the art literature offers many examples of what artists
and designers aim at producing. In addition to motivating novel computer-assisted tools, these examples can be
used to validate the performance and pertinence of the algorithms we propose.
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Figure 2.9: Some of the books that inspired my research on drawing shape (Dodson 1985; Eissen and Steur 2008), materials
(Powell 1986) and lighting (Hunter et al. 2012).

Figure 2.9 shows some of the books that inspired my research. Most of these books have been highly popular
and re-edited, which indicates their relevance and impact in their respective domains. A number of Computer
Graphics papers have similarly been directly inspired by design and art books, such as early work on pen-and-ink
rendering (Winkenbach and Salesin 1994), watercolor rendering (Curtis et al. 1997), illustrative rendering (Gooch
et al. 1998), sketch-based modeling with construction lines and annotations (Schmidt et al. 2009; Gingold et al.
2009), illustration of mechanical assembly (Li et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; Mitra et al. 2010), character posing and
animation (Guay et al. 2013) and many more. Each of these papers implies the formulation and implementation
of design principles. I detail the challenges of such an approach in the next section.

2.3

Formulating Artistic Principles

Part of the difficulty in formulating general artistic principles stems from the fact that the techniques artists use
are based on accumulated artistic knowledge. The description of these techniques are spread across a variety
of books and tutorials, and are often illustrated with specific examples where information on how to perform a
general task is intertwined with information specific to the subject at hand. Many of the techniques also share
common principles implemented in different variations. Finally, art books and tutorials often describe drawing
techniques from the artist’s perspective, without necessarily justifying these techniques from a scientific point of
view.
To build a tool facilitating an artistic task we first need to select, classify and generalize a coherent set of
guidelines that artists combine together to achieve their goals. Our guidelines describe artists’ current workflows
(the tools they use, their vocabulary), and decompose these workflows into components suitable for integration into
functional systems. We often reinforce these guidelines by relating artistic principles with perceptual principles.
This approach is based on the premise that the principles guiding artists in their choices are the same principles
that aid viewers in understanding an illustration.

2.3.1

Collecting Principles

During my past years of research, my colleagues and I have collected and formalized artistic principles on how
to depict shape (Shao et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2014; Iarussi et al. 2013; Iarussi et al. 2015), materials and lighting
(Bousseau et al. 2011; Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013; Richardt et al. 2014). Figure 2.10 illustrates some of the
guidelines we have identified, which the next paragraphs explain in more detail.
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(c) Regions

(d) Sighting

Drawing
3D shapes

(a) Block-in

Too foreshortened

(e) Curvature lines - orthogonality

(f ) Geodesic curves - symmetry
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(g) Minimal foreshortening

Drawing
materials

Light direction

Total internal
reflections

Symmetrical
external and internal
highlights
Colored background
Brightening

(i) Fresnel

(j) Transparency

(k) Translucency

Lighting
materials

(h) Reflections

(l) Reflections

(m) Fresnel

(n) Transparency

(o) Translucency

Figure 2.10: A selection of the guidelines we have collected on shape, material and lighting depiction.
Drawing shape from observation. A major challenge in drawing from observation is to trust what we see
rather than what we know (Nicolaides 1969; Edwards 1979; Dodson 1985). Our mental image of common objects
is iconic and conflicts with the particular instance that we observe, resulting in distorted or simplistic drawings
(Eitz et al. 2012). Drawing books and tutorials provide simple techniques to help learners gain consciousness
of shapes that they observe and their relationships. While most authors only present a subset of techniques and
describe them in their own vocabulary and style, we distilled from these resources three main principles suitable
for integration in a computer-assisted tool:
• Drawers should first lay down the main structure of the drawing with a coarse approximation of the shape.
The block-in technique approximates the shape with a polygon (Figure 2.10(a)) or with a collection of
geometrical primitives like disks and rectangles. Skeleton lines depict the principal internal directions and
are more suitable to elongated structures and characters (Figure 2.10(b)).
• The coarse structure forms a scaffold to guide contour drawing. Drawers should draw contours of large
regions first and then details (Figure 2.10(c)).
• Proportions and alignments should be verified to avoid distortions. It is often hard to judge and measure the
distortions in a drawing with a naked eye. Artists make use of the ”sight” (or ”thumb-and-pencil”) method
to facilitate this task. They hold their pen or pencil at arms length between their eye and the object of interest
and sight along it (Figure 2.10(d)).
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Drawing 3D shapes. Through years of practice, designers have learned to strategically sketch curves that are
descriptive of the geometry they want to convey (Eissen and Steur 2008; Eissen and Steur 2011). These curves
trigger our perception of geometric regularities that aid the inference of depth in line drawings. We combined
observations from the design and perceptual literature to formulate properties of design sketches that explain their
effectiveness in conveying complex, smooth 3D shapes. In particular, we identified the following regularity cues:
• Perceptual studies indicate that observers interpret intersecting smooth curves as aligned with the lines of
curvature of an imaginary surface (Stevens 1981; Mamassian and Landy 1998), and thus having orthogonal
tangents at these intersections. Figure 2.11, reproduced after (Stevens 1981), nicely illustrates this perceptual effect. Designers leverage this perceptual bias to depict smooth shapes effectively by using cross-section
curves aligned with lines of curvature, as illustrated in Figure 2.10(e).
• Designers also position curves to emphasize intrinsic shape properties like local symmetries (Figure 2.10(f)).
Differential geometry tells us that curves delineating local symmetries are geodesics of the surface. This
observation is consistent with viewer tendency to interpret intersecting curves as geodesics over smooth
surfaces (Knill 1992).
• Pizlo and Stevenson (1999) have shown the importance of planar contours on our ability to recognize the
same shape under different viewpoints. Designers exploit this perceptual effect by drawing globally planar
cross-section curves over smooth surfaces (Figure 2.10(e,f)).
• Design books recommend using viewpoints that “optimize shape information” and instruct designers to
minimize foreshortening over most faces of the object (Figure 2.10(g)). This recommendation is consistent with the perceptual notion of general or non-accidental viewpoints (Nakayama and Shimojo 1992;
Mather 2008), which suggests that observers interpret 2D geometric properties as strongly correlated with
3D geometry rather than being caused by a particular choice of viewpoint.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.11: Most people interpret the drawing in (a) as the principal directions of curvature of a cylinder (b). Similarly, in
the absence of context, (c) tends to be interpreted as curvature lines over an ellipsoid, even though the lines were drawn on a
cylinder (d). After (Stevens 1981).

Depicting materials and lighting. Figure 2.10(h,i,j,k) illustrates guidelines we have collected on material depiction in illustrations. Note that these guidelines closely match lighting techniques used by photographers to
enhance material appearance in photography (Figure 2.10(l,m,n,o)). We have identified different techniques for
different classes of materials:
• To avoid cluttering the illustration with lots of highlights, artists typically depict reflections with simple
abstract environments composed of a sky dome and a ground separated by an horizon line (Figure 2.10(h))
(Powell 1986). Similarly, photographers convey shiny materials by designing the lighting such that it produces reflections of sharp high contrast edges (Figure 2.10(l)) (Hunter et al. 2012). These observations are in
line with perceptual studies that have shown that real-world illumination contributes to accurate perception
of shiny materials because it contains edges and bright light sources (Fleming et al. 2003).
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• For glossy materials such as plastic, artists only depict the reflection of the strongest light sources in the environment such as the sky dome or the rectangular shape of a window (Martin 1989a). Artists and photographers also exaggerate the strength of the reflections at grazing angle to convey the Fresnel effect (Robertson
2003) (Figure 2.10(i,m)).
• Artists depict transparent materials like glass and ice by drawing highlights in multiple locations due to
multiple scattering within the object (Martin 1989b). For simple shapes, these internal highlights are often
placed symmetrically to the external highlights with respect to the center of the shape (Figure 2.10(j)).
In addition to bright internal highlights, artists often draw dark bands near the silhouette of transparent
objects to depict total internal reflections. These bands delineate the contours of the object with a strong
contrasting edge and the width of the bands suggest the thickness of the material. To obtain a similar effect,
studio photographers place the object in front of a bright background and position dark plates (called gobos)
around the object, outside the field of view, to produce dark reflections and refraction along contours (Hunter
et al. 2012). Figure 2.10(n) illustrates this technique called bright-field lighting.
• A distinctive visual feature of translucent objects is their ability to scatter light through multiple internal
reflections. Artists convey light exiting the object after internal scattering by brightening the parts of the
object that are directly opposite from the point at which the light strikes the surface (Figure 2.10(k)). Photographers also enhance the appearance of translucent materials by illuminating the object from behind
(Figure 2.10(o)). Fleming et al. (2004) show that subsurface scattering is better perceived when objects are
illuminated from behind, since backlighting provides more visual cues of light scattered through the thin
parts of the object.

2.3.2

Conducting Perceptual Studies

Existing design and perceptual literature is not always sufficient to formulate a coherent set of principles suitable
for automation. We have thus run several dedicated perceptual studies to complement existing observations and
reinforce weak hypothesis.
We based our work on 3D reconstruction from concept sketches on the hypothesis that intersecting crosssection lines provide strong cues of surface orientation (Shao et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2014; Iarussi et al. 2015).
We validated this hypothesis by asking subjects to interactively specify the surface normal they perceive at each
intersection of cross-section lines in a sketch, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. This task is inspired by the one of Cole et
al. (Cole et al. 2009), who studied how people perceive shape from feature lines like contours and silhouettes. We
found that viewers are persistent (median 2D difference of 6◦ ), consistent with each other (median 2D difference
of 10.6◦ ) and accurate in their perception of surface normal from cross-section curves (median 2D error of 8◦ ).

Subject answers
Our algorithm
Ground truth

Figure 2.12: We asked subjects to specify the surface normal they perceive at intersections of cross-section curves. Overall,
subjects are accurate with respect to ground truth and consistent with each other. (Shao et al. 2012)
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Another of our studies aimed at understanding the perception of materials in illustrations (Bousseau et al.
2013). Artists often rely on their experience of their media to depict materials in different styles. However, this
artistic knowledge is often implicit and while high-level rules exist to depict light and shade in a given style,
no guidelines exist to vary low-level material properties such as the amount of gloss. We focused on painterly
and cartoon images and used non-photorealistic rendering as a tool to systematically study the effects of style
parameters on gloss perception. Specifically, we used a matching task to measure how brush size, brush opacity,
brush texture and cartoon quantization softness alter the perception of materials ranging from very shiny to almost
diffuse. Our study reveals a compression of the range of representable gloss in stylized images so that shiny
materials appear more diffuse in painterly rendering, while diffuse materials appear shinier in cartoon images.
From our measurements we estimated the function that maps realistic gloss parameters to their perception in a
stylized rendering. This mapping allows users of non-photorealistic rendering algorithms to predict the perception
of gloss in their images. The inverse of this function exaggerates gloss properties to make the contrast between
materials in a stylized image more faithful.

2.4

Automating Artistic Principles

Our analysis of design principles informs the implementation of algorithms and user interfaces to facilitate design
tasks. The main challenge we face is to automate tedious aspects of the artistic workflow while preserving the
strength of the tools that artists are familiar with. While some artistic principles can directly be automated, others
need to offer a balance between automation and user control.

2.4.1

Direct Automation

Drawing from observation. In an ideal scenario, the design principles can directly be automated to assist users
in their tasks. We have achieved such an automation in the interface we proposed for assisting the practice of
drawing-from-observation techniques (Iarussi et al. 2013). Inspired by our survey of the drawing literature, we set
the following design goals for our user interface:
• Encourage users to focus their attention on the model they need to observe, rather than their drawing.
• Help users to practice observation techniques proposed by the drawing literature. These techniques should
allow users to identify the shapes and their relationships on a model and to structure their drawings.
• Support corrective feedback to help users understand their errors and refine their drawings.
We articulated our interface around visual guides that help users construct their drawing following the principles listed in the previous section. We automatically extracted these visual guides from a photograph using well
known computer vision algorithms for image segmentation, skeletonization, feature point detection (Figure 2.13).
Note that our guides do not aim to match the style of a particular artist but rather to capture the common idea of
drawing from coarse to fine.

(a) Block-in

(b) Skeleton

(c) Regions

(d) Sighting

Figure 2.13: We automatically extract drawing guides by using simple computer vision algorithms. Our guides mimic the
ones used in traditional drawing, as shown in Figure 2.10(a,b,c,d).
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Figure 2.14 shows our user interface, which is composed of two distinct areas that we display on two separate
monitors. The model area shows the photograph, which acts as the model for the drawing task, while the canvas
is the drawing area where the user interacts with the pen. We display the model on a vertical computer monitor
and the canvas on a pen display, which mimics traditional drawing where the drawer alternates between observing
the model and drawing on paper. We display visual guides in the model area to encourage users to observe the
model before structuring their drawing by themselves. We also use computer vision algorithms to register the user
drawing with the reference model. This registration allows us to provide corrective feedback by highlighting in
the model alignments and equal proportions that are violated in the drawing.

Model

Model

Canvas

5

2

4

1

6

(a) User Interface

3

(b) Drawing registration

(c) Corrective feedback

Figure 2.14: Our interface for assisting drawing-from-observation is composed of two display areas (a): the model area
with the photograph and the visual guides, and the canvas area with the tools and the user’s drawing. The user has used the
drop-down list of tools (4) to activate a coarse block-in guide. The block-in guide is displayed over the model in blue (2). The
user has reproduced the block-in guide over the canvas in the corresponding blue layer (5) and used these construction lines
as a scaffold to reproduce a detailed contour (1,3). We offer simple drawing tools including a pencil, a pen and a small and
big eraser (6). Our system registers the drawing in the active layer — block-in in this example — to estimate distortions (b)
and shows on the model the erroneous alignments and proportions (c). In this example, the red dashed line shows a vertical
alignment that has not been respected by the user and the dark blue segments show two distances that should be made equal.
(Iarussi et al. 2013)

Material depiction. We also performed a direct automation of artistic principles in our work on Vector Shade
Trees (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013). This work, aimed at novices and professionals alike, strives to ease the task
of depicting materials in vector graphics while preserving the traditional workflow of vector artists. Using our
guideline classification we derived a compact yet expressive set of shade nodes that bring to vector graphics the
flexibility of modular shading representations as known in the 3D rendering community, as illustrated in Figure 2.15. In contrast to traditional shade trees that combine pixel and vertex shaders, our shade nodes encapsulate
the creation and blending of vector primitives that vector artists routinely use, such as gradient fills, gradient
meshes and paths. We provide high-level user controls over each node, such as light direction or elevation of
horizon line, as well as finer level controls using existing vector drawing tools.
Our approach automates the process of stylized material depiction for vector art and allows inexperienced
users to take a line drawing and obtain a fully colored figure by applying a few clicks. Our solution also allows
more experienced artists who are familiar with vector graphics software to easily refine the illustration, adding
more details and visual features using the tools they already know. Figure 2.16 provides illustrations created by
users with and without artistic training.
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Figure 2.15: Vector Shade Trees for three materials: jelly, silk and gold cloth and glass, obtained by combining nodes for
transparency, translucency, reflections, highlights, textures, base shading. Each node generates vector shapes filled with color
gradients. (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013)

Figure 2.16: Different drawings colored with vector shade trees by an artist (a,c,d,e) and a novice user (b). The flame in (e)
was added with standard vector graphics tools. (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013)
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Optimization

In many cases, the design principles translate in multiple, possibly concurrent goals. We typically express these
goals as objectives in an optimization, which can also incorporate user input for guidance.
Lighting design. Lighting designers strategically position lights to delineate the outline of objects and reveal
their gloss, transparency or translucency. Since shading, shadows and highlights concurrently affect these
different objectives, we expressed the problem of lighting design as an optimization, aiming for the lighting
environment that best distributes light and shade in the image according to shape and material-specific energy
terms (Bousseau et al. 2011).

Image quality metric

Figure 2.17a illustrates an energy term that measures contrast along the contours of transparent objects (green
and red pixels represent positive and negative weights respectively). Using pre-computed light transport we deduce
the areas of the lighting environment that contribute to contrast at contours (Figure 2.17b). Our optimization then
searches for the orientation of an existing environment that maximizes contrast (Figure 2.17c), which can be
efficiently evaluated in lighting space as a dot product between the environment map and the vector of weights.
Using the same approach we can also solve for an artificial environment map that maximizes the metric.

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

(a) Image-space
contrast measure

(b) Lighting-space
contrast measure

0

Environment lighting orientation

360

(c) Search for optimal orientation
of the lighting

Figure 2.17: We express lighting design guidelines as image-space metrics, which we transpose to lighting space using pre-

computed light transport. In this example, green pixels have positive weights and red pixels have negative weights. A dot
product between these weights and the environment map gives a measure of contrast along contours. We then search for the
best lighting orientation according to this metric.

3D shapes from line drawings. Optimization methods are also well suited for interactive tools where the
design principles act as constraints that complement the often ambiguous user inputs. We adopted this approach
in our work on sketch-based modeling (Shao et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2014), where we deduce strong regularity
cues about a shape from lines that designers draw to convey curvature and local symmetry. These cues
translate into orthogonality and parallelism constraints on the intended 3D curves. Our optimizations solve
for the 3D curves that best satisfy these constraints while projecting well on the input 2D curves. Figure 2.18
shows the main steps of our CrossShade algorithm that follows this approach to estimate normal fields for shading.
One challenge we faced in estimating 3D shapes from line drawings is that many of the regularity cues are
inherently context-based and should only be applied when consistent with each other. In addition, designers’
drawings often contain distortions and inaccuracies. Our first algorithm, called CrossShade (Shao et al. 2012),
treats the regularity cues as soft or bounded constraints in the optimization to allow for inaccuracy and weak
cues. While this approach proved to be sufficient to estimate surface normals, it is not accurate enough to produce
faithful 3D models.
Our second algorithm, called True2Form (Xu et al. 2014), applies the regularity cues selectively. We first
generate an initial 3D reconstruction by enforcing orthogonality of cross-section curves, which is the cue in
which we have most confidence. We next note that the degree to which a regularity cue is satisfied in this
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(a) Input curves

(b) Estimated
curve planes

(c) Normals
along curves

(d) Normals
over the sketch

(e) Resulting shading

Figure 2.18: Our CrossShade algorithm takes as input an annotated sketch (a), where orange curves denote cross-sections.

We first optimize for the supporting plane of each cross-section and compute the corresponding 3D curves based on those (b).
The supporting planes are constrained to be orthogonal to each other and to result in orthogonal curves with a preference for
geodesics. We use the resulting 3D curves to compute 3D normals at each intersection and interpolate normals along the curves
(c). We finally generate a normal field in between the curves using Coons’ interpolation (d). (Shao et al. 2012)

Novel view

Sketch view

reconstruction is strongly indicative of the likelihood of its applicability. However, thresholding the likelihood
of all regularity cues at once results in inconsistent reconstructions as it ignores interconnections over the
global network of curves. Instead, we cast regularity detection as a rounding problem, that progressively
drives the continuous applicability likelihoods of individual cues to binary values. We express regularities
as soft constraints weighted by their likelihood and progressively round likelihoods within an � of 1 or 0,
determining the regularities to be applicable or not. Each rounding yields a new 3D curve network that optimizes
re-projection to the drawing subject to the regularity cues, where the resolved cues form hard constraints while
the unresolved ones are soft and keep updating. The process is repeated until all regularity cues are resolved.
Figure 2.19 illustrates the main iterations of this optimization that progressively detects and enforces the regularity
cues. Our detection and strict enforcement of regularities is key to correcting the inevitable inaccuracy in sketches.

(a) Initial Result

(b) Parallel Tangents

(c) Orthogonal Tangents

(d) Local Symmetry

(e) Plane Fitting

Figure 2.19: Our algorithm progressively detects and enforces a set of regularity cues to lift the sketch to 3D while correcting
for drawing inaccuracy. (Xu et al. 2014)

Our CrossShade and True2Form algorithms both take clean vectorial curves as input. In a subsequent work
we aimed at solving the same problem for rough bitmap sketches. While such sketches are more representative
of the ones encountered in product design, they raise numerous challenges for interpretation since the curves are
now drawn with multiple strokes and discretized over a pixel grid. State-of-the-art vectorization algorithms are
also challenged by sketchy drawings (Noris et al. 2013) and as such cannot be used to convert rough sketches
into curves suitable for CrossShade and True2Form. Our solution is to cast the problem of shape estimation from
rough sketches as a scattered data interpolation of the curvature lines drawn in the sketch (Iarussi et al. 2015). To
do so, we first formulated mathematical properties of principal directions of curvature when projected in image
space. In particular, we derived that the two families of curvature lines that form the curvature network are smooth
along each-other, which we measure using the so-called covariant derivatives of the corresponding vector fields.
We incorporated this new measure of smoothness in an optimization that extrapolates a dense curvature network
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from the sparse curvature lines of a sketch, as illustrated in Figure 2.20. This geometric information allows us to
estimate normals and texture coordinates from a single rough sketch. The main strength of this algorithm is that it
is very robust to various levels of sketchiness of the sketch, as illustrated in Figure 2.21. However, this robustness
comes at the cost of an expensive optimization, which takes several minutes with our current implementation.

(a) Input sketch

(b) Local orientation

(b) Extrapolated
curvature lines

(b) Normals

(c) Texture coordinates

Figure 2.20: Our BendFields algorithm takes as input a bitmap sketch (a) from which we estimate the local orientation of

the strokes (b). Assuming that the strokes represent curvature lines on a surface, our formulation extrapolates them as a nonorthogonal cross field that mimics the behavior of projected curvature lines (c). We lift the cross field to 3D by imposing
orthogonality constraints (d). We finally compute normals and parameterization from the cross field (e,f). (Iarussi et al. 2015)
Clean

Sketchy

More sketchy

Normals

Crossfield

Input sketch

Incomplete

Figure 2.21: Our BendFields algorithm is robust to different levels of sketchiness, from sparse strokes with holes (left) to
many overlapping strokes (right). Despite these drastic differences in input style, our method produces consistent curvature
lines and normals. (Iarussi et al. 2015)
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Layered vectorization. Finally, our work on image vectorization (Richardt et al. 2014) also relies on a
user-guided optimization to convert a bitmap image into multiple semi-transparent vector layers. This work was
motivated by the observation that skilled vector artists commonly blend multiple layers, each composed of simple
color and transparency gradients, to represent the appearance of an object. Each layer typically corresponds to
a single aspect of the shading, such as diffuse shading, specular highlights, shadows or Fresnel reflections. The
challenge is to fully capture complex shading effects while also maintaining a small number of layers and gradient
parameters so that the vector representation remains compact and easy to edit.
Our interactive vectorization algorithm assists the task of converting a bitmap into a small, editable set of
vector layers. Users progressively select smooth color regions in the image, which our system separates into a
foreground region filled with a vector gradient and a background bitmap layer, as illustrated in Figure 2.22. Our
decompositing algorithm exploits the parametric nature of vector gradients to jointly separate and vectorize semitransparent layers. In particular, we constrain the foreground colors to vary according to linear or radial gradients,
allowing us to solve for a small set of parameters per layer instead of the thousands of unknowns over all pixels
in a region. We have integrated our decompositing algorithm in Adobe Photoshop and we export our gradients as
Illustrator layers, allowing vector artists to create and edit semi-transparent layers with standard tools. Figure 2.23
shows photographs and drawings vectorized with our approach.

(a) Input image

(b) Vector layer and background bitmap

(c) Complete vector layers

(d) Edited vector layers

(e) Re-composited result

Figure 2.22: Interactive workflow for image vectorization. A user selects a region in an image (a), which our algorithm

decomposites into a vector foreground layer and a background bitmap (b). This process is repeated and opaque layers are
handled with existing tools to create a complete set of vector layers (c). Layers can be edited easily (shown as blue lines in d)
and added (green lines), and re-composited to enable powerful editing applications (e). (Richardt et al. 2014)

2.5

Evaluation

The last step of our methodology consists in evaluating the effectiveness of the tools and algorithms we propose
for computer-assisted drawing tasks. Given that our research aims at facilitating the work of artists, one could
think that it is sufficient to let artists use our prototypes and give feedback. However, collecting informal opinions
in a meaningful way is as difficult as running studies to understand how artists work. Hertzmann discusses several
common pitfalls when running such evaluations (Hertzmann 2010), such as the fact that different artists often
have very different tastes and preferences, or that people often try to please the questioner rather than provide
an honest opinion. Finally, the user experience can be negatively impacted by the clunky interface of research
prototypes, which is often beyond the scope of our algorithmic contributions.
For these reasons, we often run user studies where we complement subjective questionnaires with objective
tasks in order to compare what people produce with our tool and a baseline method. When possible, we also
compare our results with a ground truth reference or with existing imagery.

2.5.1

User Studies

Figure 2.24 illustrates the results of a small study where six trained artists were asked to draw materials in a vector
drawing, both using our Vector Shade Trees (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013) and manually using standard Illustrator
functionality. In the instructions, we provided images of stylized materials which they should try to reproduce.
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Vectorized result: 5 opaque & 6 transparent layers

Edited layers and result

Vectorized result: 20 transparent layers

Input photo

2 opaque & 6 transparent layers

Edits and result

text and
lines traced
separately

Input drawing

Vectorized result: 6 opaque & 18 transparent layers

Input vector drawing

4 opaque & 2 transparent layers

lines traced
separately

Input drawing

Vectorized result: 8 opaque & 15 transparent layers

Edited layers and result

Figure 2.23: Decompositing and editing results of our interactive vectorization. For each result, we show the input photo or
drawing on the left, and on the right an exploded view of all layers as well as editing results for some of the images. We added
outlines to semi-transparent layers for visualization; these lines are not part of our results. We use blue lines to show edited
layers, green lines for added layers, and the re-composited result in the center. (Richardt et al. 2014)
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Our tool allowed users to achieve results of a comparable quality to the baseline solution, in a fraction of the time.
User 1 took approximately the same time for both, yet the visual quality with our plugin is much richer. Feedback
from these users suggests that achieving a quality similar to our results using only standard vector drawing tools
is very difficult and requires great expertise. The standard process first requires the observation of the desired
materials, or previous training on depicting them, and then rendering the materials using a combination of vector
primitives. Our tool automates this process to quickly provide an initial depiction that artists can refine. One user
claimed that a major benefit of our tool compared to the standard vector graphics workflow was the predictability
of the result, which avoids tedious trial and error.

Figure 2.24: Images created using both our Vector Shade Trees and standard vector graphics tools and guidelines. The
corresponding times for completion are shown with each illustration. (Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013)
Figure 2.25 presents the results of a more formal study evaluating the benefits of our drawing assistant for a
drawing-from-observation task (Iarussi et al. 2013). We asked eight participants to produce line drawings from
model photographs. Each participant was exposed to two versions of the drawing interface: our interface with
guidance and a base interface with no guidance. The order of their presentation was counterbalanced among
participants, i.e., four participants started with the base interface, and four participants started with the guided
one. After the end of the session, participants completed a questionnaire to evaluate their experience with the tool.
We used a contour-matching algorithm to compute the mean error between the drawing and the reference.
This error provides an objective measure of the overall distortion of the drawing that we aim to correct for. Most
participants produced better drawings using our tool, with more accurate proportions and alignments. A notable
exception is Participant 5, who reported having previous training in drawing and explained “The guide is very
clear and I understood quickly what I was supposed to do [but] following the guide was hard for me because I’m
used to drawing in a different way. I think this is very useful for a beginner.” Our system was more effective for
participants 1, 6 and 7 that had poor drawing experience. A close examination of their drawings without guidance
reveals significant errors. For example, Participant 1 made the roller shoe too tall and the wheels too close apart
and Participant 6 made the torso of the character too long, the right leg too short and the left leg too low. No such
distortions appear in their guided drawing.
Overall, participants reported that guidance and corrective feedback helped them better understand how to
draw: “I discovered new concepts like regions and block-in. I learned a fairly easy technique to improve my
drawings.” Interestingly, participants who were first exposed to our drawing tool tried to apply the techniques
practiced through the first task to the second non-guided task, despite the fact that the base interface did not
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Drawing Skills: Poor

Participant 6
Participant 7

12.4 px

With guidance (9.6 px)

No guidance (23.0 px)

No guidance (37.1 px)

8.6 px

With guidance (10.6 px)

No guidance (25.6 px)

Participant 8

10.4 px

12.6 px

With guidance (20.8 px)

No guidance (19.7 px)

No guidance (13.9 px)

With guidance (18.0 px)

Drawing Skills: Poor

Drawing Skills: Average

Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4

Drawing Skills: Below average

With guidance (8.9 px)

18.2 px

No guidance (14.7 px)

5.6 px

Drawing Skills: Average

Participant 5

With guidance (16.3 px)

No guidance (37.9 px)

With guidance (11.6 px)

Drawing Skills: Average

17.7 px

Drawing Skills: Above average

Participant 1

Drawing Skills: Poor
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With guidance (9.0 px)

16.8 px

No guidance (24.8 px)

Figure 2.25: Drawings produced by the eight participants, with and without our automated assistance, in the order of completion. We provide as inset the drawn construction lines for the drawings performed with our tool. We display under each
drawing the average error of the main contour, in pixels. (Iarussi et al. 2013)

encourage their use: “I could apply the methods on my second drawing, and I think they were very useful to
better reproduce the photo. I understood clearly the interest of the explained method.” Finally, some participants
identified limitations and proposed areas for improvement. A participant observed that the “first stages of the
process provided a lot of help for learning to draw the volumes with right proportions” but commented that she
“had some problems adding details” as this stage of drawing was “less assisted”. Other participants pointed to
the lack of support for different drawing habits, especially assistance adapted to more experienced drawers.
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Comparisons to Ground Truth and Existing Imagery

Our work on sketch-based modeling is more amenable to ground-truth comparisons as we can use an existing
3D model to generate a sketch from which our algorithms reconstruct the 3D information. Figure 2.26 shows the
normal field that our CrossShade algorithm produces on simple geometric shapes, along with ground truth normals
and a naive normal diffusion from silhouettes (Shao et al. 2012). We measured a median difference at curve
intersections of less than 3 degrees between our result and ground truth. Figure 2.27 provides a similar evaluation
for the True2Form algorithm (Xu et al. 2014), where we visualize our 3D reconstruction from a different viewpoint
than the sketch input. In addition to the ground truth 3D curves, we also show the 3D models and line drawings
that artists produced when asked to represent the 3D shape they perceive in the input sketch. Qualitatively, ground
truth, artists’ 3D models, drawings and our results are visually similar in the view orthogonal to the input sketch.

Input drawing

Ground truth

Our result

Diffusion from silhouettes

Figure 2.26: Comparison between CrossShade normals, ground truth normals and normals from silhouettes (Johnston 2002).
Our normal field matches ground truth closely. Small deviations from ground truth appear in the center of the shape where
midpoint subdivision is applied. (Shao et al. 2012)

Finally, we also evaluate our methods by applying them to reproduce existing traditional imagery. Such visual comparisons show how well our tools perform on the content that artists are interested in. As an example,
Figure 2.28 contains 3D reconstructions that we obtained by tracing curves over the lines of existing concept
sketches. Note that most of the lines we used were already present in the existing drawing, which suggests that
our True2Form algorithm is well adapted to traditional practice.
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Figure 2.27: The curves in the extreme left column (ground truth) were shown to artists as the input sketch. The other columns
show a view orthogonal to the sketch to illustrate perceived depth. From left to right we show ground truth curves (blue), our
algorithmic output (green), artist modeled 3D surfaces and alternate view curves sketched by two artists. (Xu et al. 2014)

Inspiration

Input curves

Inspiration

3D Reconstruction

Input curves

3D Reconstruction

Figure 2.28: Our single-view modeling system allows us to reconstruct 3D models by tracing curves over existing sketches
and photographs. Camera sketch by Spencer Nugent on www.sketch-a-day.com, mixer sketch from (Eissen and Steur 2008).
(Xu et al. 2014)
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Chapter 3

Multi-View Intrinsic Images and
Relighting
This chapter covers my research on recovering material and lighting information from multiple photographs of
a scene, and the application of such a decomposition to image relighting. I first briefly describe the methods I
worked on and their relation to previous work. I then describe in more detail the decomposition model we used
– called intrinsic images, the methods we developed to treat scenes captured under fixed or varying lighting, and
how we performed relighting from the estimated quantities.

3.1

Overview and Related Work

Editing materials and lighting is a common image editing task that requires significant expertise to achieve consistent results. Since pixel color records the interaction of light and materials at the surface of objects, simply
changing the color of a pixel is likely to modify both the perceived material and lighting.

...
(a) Input photographs

(e

(b)

(f ) Sun Illumination

(c) Virtual object

(d) Sunset relighting

(g) Sky Illumination

(h) Indirect Illumination

Figure 3.1: Starting from multiple views of the scene captured at the same time (a), our method decomposes photographs into

four intrinsic components – the reflectance (e), the illumination due to sun (f), the illumination due to sky (g) and the indirect
illumination (h). Each intrinsic component can then be manipulated independently for advanced image editing applications
(b-d). (Laffont et al. 2013)
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Under the assumption that the materials are diffuse, the pixel color can be expressed as the product of the
lighting, also called shading, and the material color, also called reflectance. Reflectance and shading form the
so-called intrinsic layers of the image. I have worked on several methods to estimate shading and reflectance
layers from multiple images of a scene. A first group of approaches focuses on outdoor scenes for which all
images are captured at the same time of day (Laffont et al. 2013; Duchêne et al. 2015). We first apply multi-view
stereo reconstruction on the input images to recover a sparse 3D point cloud of the scene. We also recover an
environment map of the sky as well as sun direction and intensity, either through user intervention (Laffont
et al. 2013) or using automatic image analysis (Duchêne et al. 2015). While approximate, this information is
sufficient to compute plausible diffuse shading due to sun, sky and indirect lighting. Once these values are
computed, the only remaining unknowns are the reflectance of the materials and the visibility of the sun, i.e.
shadows. We proposed two algorithms to estimate these unknowns, both consisting in solving for the values of
sun visibility that result in a small number of reflectances in the scene. Since the 3D reconstruction is sparse, we
use image-guided propagation to assign the estimated quantities to all pixels. Figure 3.1 shows results of our first
algorithm (Laffont et al. 2013).
We have also proposed a method that exploits the multiple lighting conditions that are typically found in
photocollections of touristic landmarks (Laffont et al. 2012). We again rely on a multi-view reconstruction of the
scene, although we now use it to identify pairs of 3D points likely to receive the same illumination. We show
that for such points, the ratio of their reflectance is equal to the ratio of their radiance, i.e. their pixel color.
Combining such constraints within and across images allows us to recover a reflectance that is coherent over the
photocollection, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Input  photo-collection

Coherent  reflectance

Individual  illuminations

Figure 3.2: Our method leverages the heterogeneity of photo collections to automatically decompose photographs of a scene

into reflectance and illumination layers. The extracted reflectance layers are coherent across all views, while the illumination
captures the shading and shadow variations proper to each picture. Here we show the decomposition of three photos in the
collection. (Laffont et al. 2012)

The three methods I proposed build on related work in the domain of computer vision and rendering. On
the one hand, existing intrinsic image methods and shadow classifiers optimize for the best decomposition of an
image given specific assumptions about materials, lighting and shadows in the scene. On the other hand, inverse
rendering methods rely on precise geometry to perform lighting simulation. We build on the strengths of both
types of methods to complement approximate geometric computation with image-guided regularization.

3.1.1

Inverse rendering and Relighting

A comprehensive survey of inverse rendering methods can be found in (Jacobs and Loscos 2006). Early work
(Yu and Malik 1998; Yu et al. 1999; Loscos et al. 1999) required geometry which was of sufficient quality for
pixel-accurate cast shadows; this is also true for more recent work (Debevec et al. 2004; Troccoli and Allen 2008)
that relies on manually-constructed or scanned geometry. In contrast, we target the often imprecise and incomplete
3D geometry reconstructed from casual photographs by automatic algorithms. Haber et al. (Haber et al. 2009)
estimate materials and distant illumination in 3D scenes reconstructed with multi-view stereo. However, as stated
by the authors, manual intervention remains necessary to correct the geometry and ensure accurate visibility
computation for shadow removal. In contrast, our methods combine approximate geometric computation and
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image-guided propagation to automatically estimate reflectance from incomplete 3D reconstructions, even when
shadow casters are not observed in the input photographs. While our methods assume diffuse reflectance, they
produce pixel-accurate decompositions that are well suited for image editing and image-based rendering.

3.1.2

Intrinsic images

While inverse rendering methods support complex material models, intrinsic image decompositions (Barrow and
Tenenbaum 1978) assume that the materials are diffuse. The recent technical report of Barron and Malik (2013a)
provides a good review of intrinsic image methods. Automatic single image methods rely on assumptions or
classifiers on the statistics of reflectance and shading (Land and McCann 1971; Tappen et al. 2005; Shen and Yeo
2011; Zhao et al. 2012; Bell et al. 2014). In particular, most methods assume a sparse or piece-wise constant
reflectance and smooth grey illumination – the so-called Retinex assumptions. Closer to our work is the method
of Garces et al. (2012) who group pixels of similar chrominance to form clusters that are encouraged to share
the same reflectance. These methods work best on objects captured under white lighting (Grosse et al. 2009) and
on indoor scenes (Bell et al. 2014) but tend to fail on outdoor scenes where sun, sky and indirect illumination
produce a mixture of colored lighting and cast shadows. Our algorithms for fixed lighting handle such cases by
explicitly modeling the influence of sky and indirect illumination and by detecting shadow areas. Our method for
internet photocollections relies on multiple lighting conditions to separate color variations due to lighting from
color variations due to reflectance. User-assisted methods (Bousseau et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2011) can handle
colored shading but would be cumbersome for the multi-view image sets we target.
Existing methods for multi-image datasets exploit multiple lighting conditions captured under a fixed or restricted viewpoint, typically from timelapse sequences (Weiss 2001; Sunkavalli et al. 2007) or photo-collections
(Liu et al. 2008). We rely on multiview stereo algorithm to build a 3D reconstruction of the scene from multiple
images, which allows us to relate images taken from an extended set of viewpoints. Geometric information has
also been used to compute intrinsic images from image+depth data, where the additional depth information helps
identifying points that have the same orientation and as such should share the same lighting (Lee et al. 2012;
Barron and Malik 2013b; Chen and Koltun 2013). We follow a similar strategy when working with images taken
under varying lighting conditions. In the case of a single lighting condition we also use the geometric information
to perform lighting computation and initialize shadow detection.

3.1.3

Shadow detection

Shadow detection and removal have been studied extensively (Sanin et al. 2012) and most methods take a single image as input. Early approaches include automatic methods (e.g., (Finlayson et al. 2004)) which were
demonstrated on images of uncluttered scenes with isolated shadows. More recent automated approaches include
(Lalonde et al. 2010; Zhu et al. 2010; Panagopoulos et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2012). Similarly to these methods,
our algorithms for fixed lighting detect shadows by identifying pairs of lit and shadow points sharing the same
reflectance. However, existing work detects such pairs using machine learning (Guo et al. 2012) or by approximating shading and reflectance with brightness and hue (Panagopoulos et al. 2013). In contrast, we rely on multiple
images to estimate an approximate 3D geometry, which we use to explicitly compute sun, sky and indirect lighting. This additional information provides us with more accurate estimation of reflectance values between pairs of
points, which in turn yields more robust shadow classification.

3.2

Image Formation Model

The intrinsic images model assumes diffuse surfaces and expresses the image values I at each pixel as the product
between the incident illumination S and the object reflectance R. Formally, the radiance towards the camera at
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each non-emissive, visible point corresponding to a pixel is given by the equation
�
cos θω L(ω)dω
I = R∗
I

=

Ω

R∗S

(3.1)
(3.2)

where lighting is integrated over the hemisphere Ω centered on the normal at the visible point. L(ω) is the
incoming radiance in direction ω, θω is the angle between the normal at the visible point and direction ω. Capital
bold letters represent RGB color values and ∗ denotes per-channel multiplication.
We can further separate out the incoming radiance into three components: the radiance due to the sun, that due
to the sky and that due to indirect lighting. To simplify notation, we define two subsets of the hemisphere: Ωsky ,
i.e., the subset of directions in which the visible point sees the sky, and Ωind the subset of directions in which
another object is visible, and thus contributes to indirect lighting. We model the sun as a directional light source
subject to the visibility term vsun to obtain
�
�
�
�
I = R ∗ vsun cos θsun Lsun +
cos θω Lsky (ω)dω +
cos θω Lind (ω)dω
(3.3)
I

Ωsky

�

= R ∗ vsun Ssun + Ssky + Sind

�

Ωind

(3.4)

where R is the object RGB reflectance, Ssun , Ssky and Sind are the RGB incident illumination (or shading) from
the sun, sky and indirect lighting respectively, vsun indicates points visible from the sun and as such captures
shadows.

3.3

Intrinsic Images under Fixed Lighting

In this section I describe two methods we have proposed to recover each component of Equation 3.4 when the
scene is captured by multiple photographs taken at the same time of day. The first algorithm we have proposed
takes as input the multiple images as well as an environment map of the scene captured with a chrome ball
and a photographer’s gray card that we use to calibrate sun color (Laffont et al. 2013). We improved this
capture setup in our second algorithm, which automatically estimates the environment map from the input images
and detects pairs of points of same reflectance in light and shadow to perform sun calibration (Duchêne et al. 2015).
Given the multiple images of the scene, the first step of our methods is to reconstruct a 3D model of the
scene using multi-view stereo algorithms (Snavely et al. 2006; Furukawa and Ponce 2010). The resulting sparse
3D reconstruction only provides an imprecise and incomplete representation of the scene. Nevertheless, this
reconstruction is sufficient to compute plausible sky and indirect illumination at each reconstructed 3D point. The
coarse geometry is however unreliable for sun illumination because it typically contains high-frequency features
due to cast shadows.
Our key observation is that sun visibility (i.e. shadows) can be estimated jointly with reflectance once all other
unknowns have been computed. Given the now known Ssun , Ssky and Sind , we rewrite Equation 3.4 to express
reflectance as a function of sun visibility:
R(vsun ) =

I
.
vsun Ssun + Ssky + Sind

(3.5)

With this formulation, each point now has multiple candidate reflectance values depending on the value of vsun .
A guiding principle of our approach is to select the value of vsun that favors a small number of reflectances in the
scene, a heuristic also used in prior work on intrinsic image decomposition and segmentation (Omer and Werman
2004; Barron and Malik 2013a; Bell et al. 2014).
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Figure 3.3: Overview of our first approach to decompose images captured under fixed lighting. Users capture a small set
of pictures of the scene, along with an environment map and two pictures of a gray card in sun light and in shadow (a). We
illustrate our intrinsic image decomposition with the picture highlighted in orange. We use multi-view stereo to reconstruct a
point cloud of the scene and a coarse proxy geometry (b). Users align the environment map and the sun with this point cloud
and use the gray card to calibrate their intensity. Once this calibration is performed, all the remaining steps are automatic. We
use the reconstructed 3D geometry to compute sun, sky and indirect lighting over the point cloud (c). We also compute an
initial guess of the sun visibility using the coarse proxy. These lighting values give us the necessary information to compute
a set of candidate reflectances for each 3D point. The candidate reflectances form curves in color space parametrized by the
sun visibility (d). We introduce an iterative optimization that identifies the reflectance of each 3D point from these candidates,
along with an estimation of the sun visibility. The final step of our method consists in propagating the illumination values
computed at 3D points to every pixel in the image (e). We decompose the illumination into the sun, sky and indirect lighting
components. (Laffont et al. 2013)

The first algorithm we proposed (Laffont et al. 2013) solves for continuous values of Ssky . In a nutshell,
varying vsun in [0, 1] generates curves of candidate reflectances in color space and points of the scene sharing the
same reflectance result in intersecting curves. We use an iterative mean-shift algorithm to progressively update
sun visibility at each point to create clusters of points with similar reflectances. However, we observed that
allowing vsun to take continuous values tends to let this term absorb errors from all other terms. In our subsequent
work we instead solve for a binary sun visibility (Duchêne et al. 2015). We solve the resulting binary labelling
problem with a Markov Random Field formulation, where an energy term measures the likelihood of pairs of
points to share the same reflectance under each of the four possible labelling configurations. Once sun visibility
is estimated over the sparse 3D reconstruction, the last step of our approach consists in propagating illumination
values to all pixels. To do so, we rely on image-guided propagation methods (Levin et al. 2008; Bousseau et al.
2009). These methods assign similar values to neighboring pixels sharing similar colors in the input image, which
effectively preserves image discontinuities. In our context, these approaches ensure that the propagated values
will respect object and shadow boundaries.
Figure 3.3 provides an overview of our first algorithm. Figure 3.4 shows the results of our second algorithm
applied on a variety of outdoor scenes.
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Input image

Reflectance R

Total shading S

Sun visibility vsun

Figure 3.4: Our extracted layers on a variety of scenes: toys, urban (top), vegetation (middle), thin structures (bottom).
(Duchêne et al. 2015)

3.4

Intrinsic Images under Varying Lighting

Photocollections provide multiple photographs of well-known touristic landmarks captured from different
viewpoints and under varying illumination. The variation of illumination in a collection has often been seen as
a nuisance that is distracting during navigation or, at best an interesting source of visual diversity. Inspired by
existing work on time-lapse sequences (Weiss 2001) we proposed to exploit these variations as a rich source of
information to identify the reflectance, that is constant over all images of a point, and the illumination, that varies
across images (Laffont et al. 2012).
In this context, we use the sparse 3D reconstruction provided by multi-view stereo to relate scene points in
different images. However, any triplet R,G,B is a possible reflectance solution for which the illumination of the
point in each image is its pixel value divided by R,G,B. We overcome this difficulty by processing pairs of points
likely to receive the same illumination. If two points p and q have the same normal and receive the same incoming
radiance, then the difference between the observed radiances I(p) and I(q) are only due to variations between the
scene reflectances R(p) and R(q). In such configurations, the ratio of reflectance between the two points is equal
to the ratio of observed radiance:
I(p) = R(p)S,

I(q) = R(q)S,

I(p)
R(p)
=
.
I(q)
R(q)

(3.6)

From multiview stereo we have a normal estimate for each point, and it is straightforward to find points with
similar normals. We next find an image where lighting conditions at p and q match. For points p and q which
are close, the likelihood that a shadow boundary falls between them is low. Thus for most images in which these
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points are visible, the radiance ratio is equal to the reflectance ratio. However, lighting may still not match in a
few images. Inspired by the work of Weiss (Weiss 2001) in the context of timelapse sequences, we use the median
operator as a robust estimator to deal with the rare cases where two neighboring points are separated by a shadow
boundary in some images
�
�
Ii (p)
R(p)
= median
(3.7)
R(q)
Ii (q)

where {Ii } is the set of images where both points are visible.

Similarly to the fixed lighting case, the constraints we obtain from pairs of 3D points are sparse and leave
many pixels unconstrained. We again propagate information to all pixels using image-guided methods (Levin
et al. 2008). Figure 3.5 shows the main components of our algorithm and Figure 3.6 provides result on several
scenes.
3D points + normals

reflectance

illumination

reflectance

illumination

reflectance

illumination

constraint
across images
radiance ratio
histogram

(a)  off-the-shelf  multiview  stereo

(b)  reflectance  ratio  inference

constraint
within images

(c)  least-squares  propagation
within  and  across  images

(d)  output  illumination  and  reflectance

Figure 3.5: Our method for varying lighting infers reflectance ratios between points of a scene and then expresses the computation of illumination in all images in a unified least-square optimization system. (Laffont et al. 2012)

Figure 3.6: Our extracted layers on captured (left) and internet photographs (right). In each case, the first row contains the
input image, the second row is the reflectance and the third row is the illumination. (Laffont et al. 2012)
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Relighting Images

We designed our multi-view intrinsic decomposition in the goal of automatically extracting lighting from multiple
images of the same scene. Given such multi-view datasets we then proposed several methods to allow relighting
in the context of image-based rendering.

(a) - 2 hours

(b) - 1 hour

(c) Input image

(d) + 1 hour

(e) + 2.5 hours

Figure 3.7: Relit images for different times of day. While our method can produce drastic motions of the shadows (a-d), the
shadow of the central tree breaks apart after a deviation of more than 2 hours (e). (Duchêne et al. 2015)
In the case of images captured under a fixed lighting condition, we can use our decomposition to remove
the illumination of an image and replace it with the rendering of a different shading and shadows. However, the
coarse 3D reconstruction estimated using multi-view stereo is often not sufficient to render convincing novel
shadows. In particular, the 3D geometry often misses small details and thin structures. Instead, we approximate
a detailed shadow caster from the shadow layer of our decomposition. The resulting caster preserves the original
shadow boundaries in the input image and allows some motion of the sun. Figure 3.7 shows relighting results on
an outdoor scene, where our method (Duchêne et al. 2015) achieves convincing displacement of the cast shadows
over a sun trajectory of more than 2 hours. Figure 3.8 provides a visual comparison between our relighting and
the ground truth images that we captured over an hour. Note that our synthetic shadows have the same color as the
shadow in the central input image because only this input was used to estimate the sun color and sky model. In
reality the appearance of the sky changed over time, which explains why the real shadow is darker in some pictures.
When dealing with datasets captured under varying lighting, we can use our decomposition to transfer illumination between two pictures of a scene taken from different viewpoints under different illumination. Figure 3.9
illustrates the main steps of this process. We use the sparse 3D reconstruction as a set of correspondences for
which the illumination is known in the two images. We then transfer the illumination of one image to the other
image using image-guided propagation. In areas visible only in the target view, the propagation interpolates the
illumination values from the surrounding points visible in both images. We generate a radiance image by multiplying the reflectance with the transferred illumination. In Figure 3.9(e) we compare our illumination transfer
with direct transfer of radiance. Propagating the radiance produces smooth color variations in-between the correspondences. In contrast, our combination of transferred illumination with the target reflectance preserves fine
details. In Figure 3.10 we apply our approach to harmonize lighting for multiple viewpoints. This harmonization allows stable transition during image-based navigation for virtual tourism applications (Snavely et al. 2006).
We also used our approach to generate artificial timelapse sequences synthesized by transferring all illumination
conditions on a single viewpoint.
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Figure 3.8: Above: real photographs taken at different times than those used for the algorithm. Below: relit images using our
algorithm. (Duchêne et al. 2015)

Project  and
interpolate
illumination
(a)  Input  image  1

(c)  Illumination  from  image  1  transferred  on  image  2

(e)  Naive  radiance  transfer

(b)  Input  image  2

(d)  Reflectance  from  image  2

(f)  Relit  image  synthesized  by  our  method

Figure 3.9: Given two views of the same scene under different lighting (a,b), we transfer the illumination from one view into
the other view (c). We then multiply the transferred illumination by the reflectance layer (d) to synthesize the relit image (f).
Transferring the radiance directly fails to preserve the fine details of the reflectance (e). (Laffont et al. 2012)
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(a)  Input  images

(b)  Relit  images  (illumination  transferred  from  the  lefthand  image)

Figure 3.10: We use our lighting transfer to harmonize the illumination over multiple images of the same scene captured at
different time of day. (Laffont et al. 2012)

Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work
I have presented my research on computer-assisted drawing and on image relighting. A significant part of this
research has been motivated by observations on how people create images, from which I distilled and formalized
common artistic techniques about shape, material and lighting depiction. Complementing these observations with
knowledge in perception, graphics, vision and geometry allowed me to propose algorithms capable of assisting
or automating tedious aspects of image creation. I strongly believe that the methodology I have described in this
document can apply to other problems in content creation. In particular, I am interested in exploring the following
research directions:
Physical prototyping. The advent of rapid prototyping technology such as 3D printers and laser cutters
allows designers to quickly test the form and functionality of a concept in the physical world. However, these
manufacturing technologies impose various restrictions on the type of shapes that can be created. In addition,
designers often favor prototyping materials that are easy to manipulate but complex to assemble automatically,
such as paper, cardboard, foam, metal wire and clay (Hallgrimsson 2012). Such rough prototypes form “physical
sketches” that currently need to be converted into 3D models by hand. Inspired by my research on sketch-based
modeling for product design, I plan to develop 3D reconstruction and modeling algorithms dedicated to the
capture and editing of such physical prototypes. Traditional sculpture techniques, such as intermediate scaffolds
and jigs, could also be automated to facilitate fabrication and assembly of prototypes.
Designers also often create new objects by considering the real context in which the object will be used.
Such an application scenario suggests that context should be accounted for when interpreting design sketches. We
recently proposed an algorithm in that spirit, which interprets architectural line drawings by exploiting information
about the real 3D scene in which the building should integrate (Favreau et al. 2015).
Personal style. I have presented several sketch-based modeling algorithms that exploit the cross-section lines
that designers draw to convey surface curvature. Similarly, other systems have been proposed to exploit scaffolds
(Schmidt et al. 2009) and other forms of annotations (Gingold et al. 2009). While effective, these algorithms
impose a specific drawing technique on users, at a stage where artists rather want to draw freely without external
distraction. Instead of constraining users, I envision sketch-based modeling as a tool capable of conforming to the
drawing techniques specific to each artist. I plan to explore the use of machine learning to predict the techniques
used by a designer and adapt the 3D reconstruction algorithm accordingly. Similarly to speech recognition
systems that require a training phase to adapt to the accent of an individual, users of such an approach would first
train the system by drawing known shapes using their own techniques.
A major difficulty in developing a sketch-based modeling tool based on machine learning is to collect sufficient
data to train the algorithms. Crowdsourcing is a common strategy to collect large training sets. While popular
crowdsourcing websites like Amazon Mechanical Turk provide access to users with no training, dedicated websites
such as Odesk, DesignCrowd and 99Designs could facilitate access to professionals.
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Modeling variability. I have presented the True2Form algorithm (Xu et al. 2014) as a way to reconstruct a 3D
model from a concept sketch. Similarly to prior work, our algorithm estimates the 3D model that best explains the
drawing. However, designers often draw several sketches to convey multiple alternatives of a common concept.
Each drawing can also be ambiguous and allow multiple interpretations. Because of the cost of 3D modeling,
many of these alternatives are rejected as the concept undergoes further development. I wish to propose a sketchbased modeling tool capable of generating distributions of objects rather than solving for a unique solution. Such
a probabilistic representation should allow designers to preserve multiple alternatives along all steps of the design
process rather than committing to early decisions that impact all subsequent steps.
Manipulating appearance. We have presented initial solutions to the challenging problem of image relighting.
However, our current solutions focus on outdoor scenes dominated by diffuse materials and are limited to a few
hours of sun motion (Duchêne et al. 2015) or to the transfer of an existing lighting captured in another photograph
(Laffont et al. 2012). Many challenges remain to be solved to handle a greater variety of material models and
richer lighting setups as common in indoor scenes. In addition, while lighting greatly affects the mood of a scene,
more dramatic temporal changes such as weather or seasons require modifying color and structure in an image.
As a first step, we recently proposed to combine color and texture transfer to allow the synthesis of large temporal
changes in photographs, such as converting a winter picture to summer or synthesizing the effects of snow storms
and flooding (Okura et al. 2015).
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